BGX70 U.S. PREMIERE AT FORT LAUDERDALE INTERNATIONAL
BOAT SHOW 2021
The disruptive and award-winning BGX70 makes her debut in the U.S.
market at the most important in-water show in the world.
Press release, 25th October 2021. After the success achieved in the European
market, the awaited BGX70 crosses the oceans to meet the American public
for the first time during the 2021 edition of the largest boat show in the US.
With high expectations, driven by the prestigious awards that have been
recognized to the BGX70 in Europe - “most innovative yacht” at the Cannes
Boat Show 2019 and “Motoyacht of the year” at the Dusseldorf Boat Show
2020- most innovative yacht” at the Cannes Boat Show 2019 and “Motoyacht
of the year” at the Dusseldorf Boat Show 2020 - Bluegame will present the
U.S. première of the BGX70, a disruptive yacht free from conventional
categories, beyond the concept of owner-centric boat, thus picking up in a
smaller scale the helm of Sanlorenzo’ SX sister range.
Bluegame, acquired by Sanlorenzo in 2018, shares the values of the mother
company: exclusivity, uncompromised quality, innovation, unmistakable
design , high degree of customization and targets the same sophisticated and
highly demanding niche of passionate and experienced yachtsmen looking
for a smaller boat.
The BGX range projects are the result of the prestigious collaboration
between Luca Santella, Head of the Bluegame Product Strategy, and Zuccon
International Project studio, renowned designer of multi-award-winning
Sanlorenzo yachts: while maintaining the milestones of the BG original
Range, with large external multi uses areas, functional and safe deck
operation and extremely performing hull designed by specialist Naval
Architect Lou Codega, the new BGX70 presents the added values of large
external and enclosed livable areas seamlessly connected.
The originality of the external lines makes the BGX70 recognizable from a
distance and the direct access from the beach area into the salon and owner’s
cabin gives to BGX70 an unprecedented internal layout, never seen before in
a 70’ yacht. The main deck offers a 360° visibility thanks to large windows
surfaces, which creates a single in-out environment.
On display at the show also the BG42, the entry-level model of the historical
multipurpose BG range, guardian of the crossover soul of the brand: an allin-one open, walk-around, cruiser, fishing boat.
The distribution of the brand Bluegame in USA is entrusted to the sister
company Sanlorenzo Americas, which has established itself over the years on
the American market thanks also to its ability to decline every project in line
with American culture and lifestyle

